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Abstract

Document retrieval is a highly interactive process

dealing with large amounts of information. Visual repre-

sentations em both provide a means for managing the

complexity of large information structures and support

an interface style well suited to interactive manipulation.

The system we have designed utilizes visually displayed

graphic structures and a direct manipulation interface

style to supply an integrated environment for retrieval. A

common visually displayed network structure is used for

query, document conteng and term relations. A query can

be modified through direct manipulation of its visual

form by incorporating terms from any other information

structure the system displays An associative thesaurus of

terms and an interdocument network provide informa-

tion about a document collection that can complement

other retrieval aids Visualization of these large data

structures makes use of fisheye views and overview dia-

grams to help overcome some of the difficulties of orien-

tation and navigation in large information structures

1. Introduction

1.1 Vkualization

Visualization is emerging as a central concern for a

wide range of tasks. Visualization brings the human vi-

sual system with its pattern recognition capabilities to

bear in either discovery or portrayal of information [30]

In scientific visualization large complex data sets are dis-
played in ways allowing the investigator to view the

global nature of numerical solutions and visually explore

analyses [32} Visual programming systems express algo-

rithms in ways that might improve clarity and simplicity
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of expression [39J as well as manage complexity in large

systems [251. Knowledge engineering environments often

supply graphic representations of rules and facts [31].

Even hypertext system& with entirely textual content,

typically rely on visual representations for navigation

and orientation [9]

One of the common goals of visualization is to help

manage and understand large amounts of data or inf or-

mation. From this perspective, information retrieval sys-

tems for large text databases are natural candidates for

visualization techniques [141 Indeed, some thirty years

ago Doyle [16] explored the use of visual representations

for several components of an information retrieval sys-

tem at the same time that Sutherland [41] pioneered work

in graphic display and manipulation. Recent work on vi-

sualization in information retrieval has tended to fccus

on individual elements of document retrieval systems A

number of systems have included graphic thesaurus dis-

plays [6] and visual representations of interdoeument re-

lations [131 Work on query formation and modification

has explored visual interfaces for Boolean queries [1] and

relational database queries [8~ as well as queries con-

structed as term vectors [12] and networks[10]

However, in text retrieval systems the integration of

visualization techniques supporting search is yet to be

fully exploited. This is perhaps surprising. Today’s wide-

spread end-user searching of bibliographic databases pr~

vides a population of naive users that might particularly

benefit from visual representations. The integration of a

common visual representation and interaction style for
retrieval aids throughout the retrieval process has hen

one of our principal goals [21]

1.2 Different Information Needs Require Different Tools

Retrieval systems must supply mechanisms for

meeting quite different information need$ as well as sup-

port the complex behavior of user information seeking.

Information needs ean be categorized as those arising
when 1) direct bibliographic access is required, 2) the do-
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main is welI-known to the user, and 3) the domain is not

known to the user [27] Different retrieval techniques and

aids are appropriate for meeting different types of

information need$ due in part to the need to provide the

user information about indexing and the subject domain.

One means to overcome the limitations of a single tech-

nique is to enhance a system’s f legibility by providing the

user a variety of tools and retrieval techniques that pro-

vide multiple paths of access to information [21, Another

goal of our system is to develop an environment that sup-

plies a range of alternative retrieval aids.

Various methods for retrieval have been investigated

to overcome some of the well-known shortcomings of

techniques based on a single best match of a user’s query

and document representations [4J Automatic query re-

finement using relevance feedback [29] and the use of

expert systems [20] can automate some of tasks a user or

search intermediary would perform. More often, index-

ing aids such as a thesaurus and feedback from search

results play the largest roles in allowing the searcher to

refine his or her query. Regardless of the system aids

avaiIable to the user, query refinement is an iterative

process. The iterative nature of information retrieval, to-

gether with the need for system flexibility, require an

environment in which interaction is natural and straight-

forward

13 Dkect Manipulation and Vkual Representation

Accounts of human-computer interaction provide a

number of insights into the design and use of visual sys-

tems [33] - systems incorporating direct manipulation in

the interface [381 The essential characteristic of direct

manipulation systems is that changes in the underlying

system components are reflected in visual changes in the

interface ob~cts representing those obficts. The user op-

erates on the visual interface ob~cts to effect change in

the system state. In the ideal interface the user feels di-

rectly engaged with the underlying task, rather than with

an interface which in turn directs the change of state,

Among factors contributing to a feeling of direct engage-

ment with system ob~cts are the cognitive effort re-

quired to change the system state and evaluate a resulting
state. To provide an environment for the visual manipu-

lation of system ob~ts it is necessary that the output of

one process serve as the input to another proces inter-

referential input/output [17] In a visual environment for

information retrieval, components for query formulation,

retrieval aic& document representation> and as many sys-

tem components as possible should share a common rep-

resentation. This shared visual representation allows inter-

referential input/output to support the direct manipula-
tion of information ob~cts.

2. A System Integrating Vkual Representations

The system we have designed provides the user a

visual environment for direct manipulation during infor-

mation retrieval. A common visual representation is used

for query, associative thesaur~ conventional thesaurus

and document content. The screen image in Figure 1

shows some of the ma~r system components and exam-

ples of the visual displays available to the user.

The query process can kegin with the user’s entry of

a natural language request for information. Term analy-

sis (detailed below) is USed to transform the text to a

manipulable visual representation, as displayed in the

upper middle window. Query revision can be accom-

plished by deleting nodes, entering more text, or dragging

any term the system displays into the query window and

connecting it to the query graph. Documents can be

viewed both as the text of the abstract (lower right win-

dow), and as a visual network representation of the ab-

stract text (lower left window).

Search results are displayed in the upper right win-

dow as icons of the documents retrieved. Below this win-

dow are documents the user has saved from previous

searches, or a network of documents. An overview dia-

gram for the associative term thesaurus is present in the

upper left window. Subgraphs of the thesaurus may be

viewed in the large window currently displaying a doc-

ument abstract graph. Finally, a network ref letting inter-

document relations and a conventional thesaurus (not

shown in this display) are also available for browsing

and retrieval. The information items are all selectable

and linked so that invoking different information dis-

plays can be accomplished with minimum ef fort.

2.1 User Interaction

One of the goals of a direct manipulation interface

is to reduce the user’s cognitive load in order to enhance

a feeling of engagement in the task. In the system we

have designed, all interaction is performed either by se-

lecting one of the screen buttons displayed in the top

middle window or dragging one of the information items

displayed as an icon. For example, a dcmment icon can

be dragged to the SAVED DOCUMENT window to

place the document in a list of titla to the CONCEPT
MAP window to display the network of terms in the

dccumcnt, or to the DOCUMENT ABSTRACT window

to view the text of the abstract. As mentioned above, a

term icon is similarly manipulated to form a query and

can also be used to define a view of the associative the-

saurus or hierarchical thesaurus.

Display of the large networks reflecting term associations

and document interrelations is based on f isheye views

and the user navigates by selecting term or docu-
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Figure k A typical display. The upper windows display 1) an overview diagram of the associa-

tive term thesaurus 2) the text of a natural language query with its visual representation, and

3) an ordered list of documents retrieved in a search. Below the retrieved document icons are 4)

documents saved by the user. The lower windows show 5) a dccument abstract network and 6)

the dmument abstract’s text.

ment nodes to define the center of the fisheve. With the

display of Figure 1 the user might select the “Concept

hkp” button and then one of the terms from the query,
documen~ or overview. The document network would

then be replaced with a view of the associative thesaurus

centered on the selected term.

2.2 The System’s Associative Networks

The representations underlying the visual displays
are minimum cost networks derived from measures of

term and document associations For queries, document

abstrac~ and associative term thesauri the associations

are derived from natural language text The network of

documents is based on interdocument similarity. The sta-

tistical text analyses rely on recovering conceptual infor-

mation from natural language by considering the fre-

quency and co-occurrence of words. This basic approach

has been used in a wide range of contexts and its utility

and limitations are well-known [36]

Why assmiative structures? For the system we have

designed there are three reasons for using statistically-

based associative structures. One reason follows from the

view that information retrieval systems should supply the

user with a variety of tools and retrieval techniques Sta-

tistically-based associative information structures provide

one class of retrieval tools that can complement other re-
trieval aids. The associative thesaurus can encourage

browsing and exploration, as well as bring the user’s own

associations into play. For information needs in which

the user is not familiar with the domain, and indeed may

not even know what his or her information needs are,

the associative structures provide one means to explore

and gain information to better define the information

need.
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A second reason for using statistically-based asswia-

tive structures is the desire to have a representation that

can be derived automatically in an interactive systerq
rather than through knowledge-engineering efforts such

as are required for most deep representations. Associative

structures can also serve as one component of a hybrid

system incorporating both deep and shallow representa-

tions [11} Finally, associative structures can provide a

common visual representation for retrieval tools. Net-

works are naturally represented visually and can serve as

a common representation for several information re-

trieval system components.

Deriving the term a.xxiatiom. For each database the

system uses a separate set of terms that includes the most

frequently occurring word stems, excluding function

words. For some forms of retrieval this simple procedure

suffers from the limitation that frequently occurring

terms have relatively little value for discriminating

among documents [401, However, one function of the as-

sociative thesaurus is to give a picture of all concepts in a

document set. The most frequently occurring terms tend
to be general terms that provide useful information

about the domain of the dccument collection.

To derive the distances between terms used to con-

struct networks, text is analyzed by first finding the se-

quence of term stems present in the text. This sequence is

used to assign distances between terms based on lexical

distance and co-occurrence in syntactic units with a met-

ric similar to that used by Belkin and Kwasnik [51. Term

pair similarity is calculated as the sum of values added

when terms are ad@cen~ or occur in the same sentence,

paragraph or document. These similarities provide the as-

sociations used in deriving the networks displayed by the

system,

3. Pathfinder Networkx A Class of Minimum Cost Net-

works

The associative networks used in the system are

Pathfinder networks (PFNETs). The Pathfinder algo-

rithm was developed to model semantic memory in hu-

mans and to provide a paradigm for scaling psychologi-
cal similarity data. A number of psychological and design

studies have compared PFNETs with other scaling tech-

niques and found that they provide a useful tool for re-

vealing conceptual structure [37]

PFNETs are derived by identifying the proximities

that provide the most efficient connections between enti-

ties. This is accomplished by considering the indirect

connections provided by paths through other entities. In
this respect it is similar to other minimum-cost methods

for deriving network structures [26} However, it is

unique in the generality of the family of networks that

can be generated [15] The edge membership rule assures

that edges that are a part of some minimum distance

path are preserved between each pair of nodes. To derive

a PFNET the direct distances between each pair of nodes

are compared with indirect distances. A direct edge

between two nodes is included in the PFIWET unless the

data contain a shorter path having two or more edges.

In constructing a PFNET two parameters are incor-

porated r determines how path weight is computed and q

specifies the maximum number of edges considered in

finding a minimum cost path between entities. Path

weight, r, is computed according to the Minkowski r-met-

ric. It is the r~ root of the sum of each distance raised to

the r~ power for all edges in a path between two nodes.

The second parameter, q, determines the maximum num-

ber of edges which will be included in a path.

Pathfinder allows for systematic variation in the

complexity (number of edges) in the resulting networks

as the two parameters are varied. Complexity decreases as

either r or q increases. As either parameter is manipu-

lated, edges in a less complex network form a subset of

the edges in a more compIex network. Thu> the algo-

rithm generates two orthogonal families of networks,

controlled by r and q. The least complex network is ob-

tained with r = cn and q = n-1, where n is the total num-

ber of nodes in the network, and is used in the system,

PFNETS provide an alternative to threshold net-

works for automatically derived network representations

in information retrieval systems, Threshold networks in-

clude an edge in the final network if the magnitude of
internode association is above some criterion. Edge mem-

bership is determined by examining only proximities of

nodes ad@cent in the original data. PFNETs differ in a

fundamental way. An edge is included in a PFNET de-

pending not on a fixed magnitude of association, but on

the role it plays in determining minimum cost paths be-

tween nodes. Edge membership is determined using a

global, path oriented approach that considers other con-

nections, potentially across the entire network. Another

consideration is the extent of empirical evaluation of
networks used in information retrieval in revealing psy-

chologically salient relations in edge structure. For uses in
which psychological salience is important, such as our de-

sire to have a “natural” representation suited to visual

display and interaction that minimizes cognitive load,

empirical assessment is important. Though statistically

based graph representations used in information retrieval

have sometimes assessed psychological salience [34],

PFNETs have been developed from the outset as a repre-
sentational scheme for human conceptual structure.
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4. Visual Display of Networks

Graph display is an important issue for a number of

tasks. Considering the wide application of graph struc-

tures in display, there are relatively few algorithms for

drawing general undirected networks [42] This is due in

part to the difficulty of precisely specifying the percep-

tual and aesthetic criteria individuals use in understand-
ing graphs [18] Nonethel~ when it is possible to specify

criteria that can be used to guide the viewer’s extraction

of information, such as for trea satisfactory display al-

gorithms can be developed [3]

The system’s network displays center on visually

conveying information about the networks’ edge struc-

tures and weights. Several graph theoretic criteria are

employed by the display algorithms Node degree is the
number of edges incident to a node. This descriptor is

used to provide a measure of the density of the network’s

edge structure. Path weight is the weight associated with a

series of edges connecting two nodes. Palh diskwce is used

here to refer to the number of edges connecting two ends

of a path.

The system provides displays of relatively small

networks for query and document abstract teru and

much larger networks for the associative thexmrus and

network of dccuments In the smaller networks, the posi-

tion of term nodes reflects the path weight Mween

terms. The size of a node is an indicator of connectivity

with other terms in the network as measured by its de-

gree, Display of the larger networks reflects a user’s

viewpoint in the network together with nodes’ path

weight, path distance and connectivity y to give cues for

orientation and navigation.

Based on path weigh~ nodes are positioned using an

algorithm that considers all term pairs to be connected by

springs in a virtual dynamic system [28] The strength of

the spring between two nodes is determined by the min-

imum path weight between nodes. Nodes that are close

together in the network in terms of path weight have

relatively strong springs compared to nodes that are con-

nected by longer path$ The algorithm iteratively arrives

at the node positions that minimize overall tension in the

system. Though the algorithm does not explicitly consider

line crossin~ the positioning of nodes distant in terms of

network path weight as distant in terms of display dis-

tance tends to minimize crossings

The display size of a term node reflects the number

of direct connections it has with other terms. Nodes with
high degree are displayed as larger than nodes having

fewer connations. High degree nodes are visually em-

phasized by their size. The query and dowment term

graphs shown in Figure 1 use this display technique.

5. Large Information Structure* Associative Thesaurus

and Network of Documents

In addition to the query and document term dis-

plays the user can access two other visually displayed

network structures an associative thesaurus of terms, and

a network of documents. The associative thesaurus is

based on a PFNET of all terms in the database. For the

network of documents, distances between documents are

calculated using the same matching algorithm used to as-

sess querydocument similarity. Network similarity is cal-

culated by combining the number of commons terms

with a measure of structural similarity for these common

terms [241.

5.1 Orientation and Navigation in Large Information

Structures

With the relatively small networks for queries and

document abstracts it is possible to display the complete

networks. For the much larger networks of all terms and

all documents only part of the complete networks can be

displayed, and mechanisms allowing the user to browse,

or navigate, in the large network are required. It is also

useful to relate the small portion of the network being

viewed to the complete network to provide the user ori-

entation within the overall structure. Orientation and
navigation are challenges shared by hypertext and other

large information spaces. The navigation and orientation

mechanisms used in this system are based on overview

diagrams of the complete network structure and fisheye
views of the detailed network view.

5.2 Overview Diagrams

Overview diagrams are a common means of supply-

ing a user with (1) knowledge about the organization of

the complete network, (2) a means for navigating the

net work, and (3) orientation within the complete net-

work In overview diagrams a small number of nodes, se-

lected to provide information about the organization of

the complete network, are displayed to the user. In addi-

tion, the nodes typically provide entry points for travers-

ing the network, These nodes provide orientation by serv-

ing as landmarks to assist the user in knowing what part

of the network is currently being viewed

In the document collections we have used, PFNETs
derived for associative thesauri and networks of docu-

ments have a characteristic structure. There tend to be a

small number of nodes that have many nodes directly

connected and there are relatively short paths between

these highly connected nodes. There are relatively few

nodes of high degree and the diameter of the network is

small. This form of network suggests criteria for selecting

nodes to include in overview diagrams Overview dia-

grams displayed by the systeu as shown in Figure 2, in-
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Figure 2 System display after selecting “conversation” node in REQUEST MAP window. A

fisheye view of the associative thesaurus is displayed focused on “conversation”. The overview

diagram orients the fisheye view to the complete network by shading overview nodes present
in the fisheye view.

elude those ncdes of highest degree in the complete net-

worlc The overview is displayed using the same tech-

niques employed for query and document term networks.

The terms selected for overview diagrams of asso-

ciative thesauri tend to be general terms that provide a

guide to the content of the database. They are landmarks

in that they supply information about both the content

and structure of the database. For example, in Figure 2

“system” is a central term in the overview in that it has

the most connections to other terms. Its’ high degree re-

flects frequent co-occurrence with many other terms in

the document collection.

The overview diagram can also be used for naviga-

tion. By selecting one of the overview terms a fisheye

view centered on the selected node can be displayed. The

lccation of the subgraph in relation to the overview dia-
gram is indicated by shading any node in the overview

diagram that is displayed in the fisheye view. If no term

from the overview diagram is present in the fisheye

view, the overview term closest to the center of the fish-

eye as measured by path distance is shaded.

5.3 Fkheye JGews

Furnas’ description of fisheye views in display [22]

provides a framework that is general enough to account

for a number of factors important for navigation and

orientation in large information spaces. A fisheye view

displays objects close to the current viewing point, or fo-

cus, in more detail than things farther away. The display

of elements depends on both the viewer’s distance from

an element and the a priori importance assigned element.

The a priori importance for each element together with

the distance of each element from the viewing point to

each element, allows the size (or any factor) of all ele-

ments to be related to the view point. View point and a

priori interest are related by a degree of interest function.
For example, the degree of interest function might sim-

ply compute the product of a priori interest and distance.

The degree of interest function supplies a general mech-
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anism for algorithmically y providing orientation land-

marks within information structures and has been ap-

plied effectively in large information spaces [19, 231.

5.4 The User’s View of Network Detail

The system’s display of network detail within the

complete network is based on a fisheye view. To display

a fisheye view the user selects a term to define the focus

and then drags it to the CONCEPT MAP window or se-

lects the “Concept Map” button. Figure 2 shows the screen

when the node labeled “conversation” is selected from the

query network Entry points can also be selected from a

document’s network.

For the fisheye display a node’s a priori importance

is its degree. Viewing distance is calculated as the path

weight of the focus to other nodes Using these two mea-

sures, the system’s degree of interest function yields a

value for each node in the network, A threshold degree

of interest value is used and nodes with values above this

criterion are displayed The value of the threshold re-

flects the size of the display window, so that an appro-

priate number of nodes will be shown. Having deter-

mined which nodes to display, the node layout algorithm

for small networks is used to position nodes.

The visual form of nodes and edges conveys addi-

tional information about the relations among nodes in

the fisheye view. The degree of a node is reflected in its

size. Nodes that have high values are larger, and so are

more prominent in the display. The foeus node is drawn

as large as the largest node in the view. The large, high

degree nodes are the nodes the user can explore to find

the densest parts of the network

The shape of the edges also conveys information

about the structure of the network. The edges are widest

at the fcxxs node and narrow as they connect nodes that

are farther away from the focus. However, the measure

of distance that this narrowing reflects is not path
weight, which was used in computing the degree of in-

terest function. Instead the narrowing of edges reflects

path distance, the numker of edges connecting nodes

This is useful information for navigation because not all

nodes on the path will be displayed due to the degree of

interest threshold criterion for display. As users browse

the network by selecting new focus nodes from the fish-
eye view, they can use these cues about network structure

to guide their exploration.

When a node in view is selected and made the new

focus, a number of nodes from the earlier view will typi-

cally be included in the new fisheye view. The high de-

gree nodes remain displayed and supply orientation in-

formation. The high degree nodes of the previous display

provide a context that is elaborated by the change of fo-

cus and the recalculation of degree of interest values

based on the new distances. Additionally, the network

overview reflects the new fcxms position.

5.5 Network of Documents

The final visual structure the user interacts with is a

network reflecting interdocument relation$ shown in

Figure 3. In this display nodes from the network of doc-

uments are shown as document icons labeled with abbre-

viated titles. An overview diagram is constructed and

displayed in the same manner as the overview of the as-

sociative thesaurus. The network of documents can serve

the same browsing function as the associative thesaurus.

The same mechanisms for navigation and fisheye display

are used. Manipulating the nodes of the document net-
work as with any document icon displayed in the sys-

teu allows the user to save the icon or view the docu-

ment’s abstract text and term network. Functions using

the PFNET of documents provide an additional means

of gaining domain knowledge and moving among visual

structures.

In addition to the retrieval mechanism ordering

documents by similarity to a query, a second form of re-

trieval is available. Documents can be retrieved using the

network of documents by traversing the network starting

at some entry point document. The entry point can be di-
rectly provided by the user by selecting a document icon,

or determined by the system as the document that best

matches the query. Additional documents are then re-

trieved by following the edges from the starting point in

the order of a breadth first search. The sequence of re-

trieved documents displayed to the user is ordered by the

number of edges from the entry point document.

6. Using the System Components

Users’ interactions typically begin with a text de-

scription of the information need. Further interaction for

query revision and the selection of a final set of docu-

ments is with the system’s visual forms of terms and

documents For example, Figure 2 shows the text of a

query and its visual form in the REQUEST MAP win-

dow. Selecting the “Match” button initiates a search and

document icons ordered by querydocument similarities
are displayed in the upper right window. l%c user can

resize any window, or select one of several systemde-

fined arrangements. The user accesses information about

a document by dragging its icon to the CONCEPT MAP
window to display its term network or the DOCUMENT

ABSTRACT window to display the text, as illustrated in

Figure 1. The SAVED DOCUMENTS window is avail-

able to the user to form a list of selected documents.
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Figure 3 System with fisheye view and overview of the document collection network dis-

played. Nodes in the network are selectable document icons with abbreviated titles. The results

of a search performed by traversing the decument collection PFNET are displayed in the up-

per right window.

The user accesses the associative thesaurus by drag- into the REQUEST MAP window and revise the query

ging a term node into the CONCEPT MAP window. A

fisheye display of the term network is then presented,

focused on that term as shown in Figure 2. The user can

navigate through the term network by selecting any node

displayed as part of a fisheye view. The selected node be-

comes the new focus node and the display is updated.

Additional term information is supplied by a conven-

tional thesaurus. When the “Thesaurus” button is selected,

a THESAURUS window replaces the CONCEPT MAP

window and a hierarchical display of terms is provided.

Defining an entry point and navigating within the the-

saurus employs the same techniques used with the asso-

ciative network of terms.

Any term displayed by the system can be used to

revise the query by dragging the term node into the

query window and connecting it to the query network.
For example, in the display of Figure 2 the user could

drag a coPy of the associative thesaurus node “dialog”

by then connecting the node to the query network.

Finally, the network of documents provides another

path to information. For example, the search results

shown in Figure 2 can provide access to the network of

documents. Selecting the “Document Map” button and

dragging a document icon from the MATCHES window

into the DOCUMENT MAP window displays the net-

work of dwuments centered on the document icon

placed in the window. Also, having selected the

“Document Map” button, any search the user performs

will be based on the network of documena rather than a

query-document match for all documents.

One of the goals of the system is to facilitate the

manual revision of queries using terms from the associa-

tive thesaurus and individual document networks- Re-

trieval using query expansion based on term co-occur-
rence alone does not necessarily lead to increased re-

trieval performance. To increase retrieval performance it
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is necessary to choose only selected co-wcurring term

such as from relevant documents or infrequently occur-

ring terms [351. The efficient interactive use of the visual

forms inquery revision is designed to facilitate selective

term expansion.

The evaluations that are planned center on user be-

havior in utilizing the system’s retrieval aids The effec-

tiveness of each component in manual query expansion

can be assessed by allowing access to only selected parts

of the system. Performance of automatic query expansion

techniques will be compared to interactive query forma-

tion. A second aspect of evaluation is to assess the effec-

tiveness of the navigation and orientation mechanisms

for large networks. Canter et al. [7] examined users’

movements through network-based information struc-

tures while seeking different kinds of information. The

paths through the networks were characterized as graph

traversals of different form. By assessing user movement

through the system’s network structures at different

stages in information seeking, a description can ke ob-

tained of the nature of use. An assessment can then be

made of the effectiveness of the system’s displays in

supporting the kind of traversals that users make.

7. Conclusion

Our principal goal has been to provide an environ-

ment for information retrieval integrating system com-

ponents through a visual representation allowing direct

manipulation. The system focuses on interaction tech-

niques to facilitate query modification and browsing in

large information structures. In deriving visual displays

of network structures for the user, a numker of issues

concerned with graph layou~ navigation, and orientation

were addressed. Furnas’ account of f isheye views sup-

plied a general orientation to display and a technique for

managing large information structures.
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